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LITTLE AGAWA LAKE AREA.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.

Location;

The prospect is located li miles northwest of Little 
Agawa Lake which lies 4 miles northeast of Mile 97 on the A.C.R. 
It is reached by trail from Little .^awa Lake to the southeast 
or from Delores Lake l\ miles to the north.

History;

Rusty weathered rocks were noted on the south 
shore of a small lake near Little Agawa Lake 20 years ago by 
two trappers {Soulier and Gillespie). The two men returned 
to the showing this Spring and having determined that the 
rocks were radiactive staked IS claims in partnership with 
Robertson and Lyman Buck. On the strength of t'lis showing, 
staking was expanded by two other groups. Bob Campbell of 
Herbert Lake staked 54 claims north, west and south of the 
showing. Errington, Messenger, Martin and Hunter staked 
36 claims to the east. The original of stakers group, 
then staked 36 claims to theSeast. In summary as of 1st 
Septeber, the discovery showing fas surrounded by a block of 
135 claims extending 35 miles east-west and 2i miles north-south.

Campbell states that Evans of Technical Mines
Consultants, and Pat Burns, Geologist working with W.Ringsleben 
of Toronto, examined the showing during the week of September 
Ibi, (Campbell sajr that Evans was favourably impressed with the 
radioacti/e possibilities. Burns was not favourably impressed.

As of 1st September the showing had been prospected 
with geiger counter and scintillometer and sonse samples taken 
(No returns available) Elsewhere in the area three centres of 
radioactivity.

Summary and Conclusions:

A zone of rusty pegmatite 10 to 40 feet wide and 
at least 500 feet long contains disseminated pyrite and 
radioactive material. Surface showings in this zone give 
scattered medium to high counter readings but no visual evidence 
of uranium mineralization was observed. The reations Fuggest 
that radioactive material may have been leached downwards 
with the oyrite and that richer ore material may lie beneath 
the zone of surface leaching. Drilling is required to test 
this. On the whole the limited evidence to date does not favour 
the presence of significant uranium mineralization.
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